An Iron-Porphyrin Complex with Large Easy-Axis Magnetic Anisotropy on Metal Substrate.
Easy-axis magnetic anisotropy separates two magnetic states with opposite magnetic moments, and single magnetic atoms and molecules with large easy-axis magnetic anisotropy are highly desired for future applications in high-density data storage and quantum computation. By tuning the metalation reaction between tetra-pyridyl-porphyrin molecules and Fe atoms, we have stabilized the so-called initial complex, an intermediate state of the reaction, on Au(111) substrate, and investigated the magnetic property of this complex at a single-molecule level by low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. As revealed by inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy in magnetic field, this Fe-porphyrin complex has magnetic anisotropy energy of more than 15 meV with its easy-axis perpendicular to the molecular plane. Two magnetic states with opposite spin directions are discriminated by the dependence of spin-flip excitation energy on magnetic field and are found to have long spin lifetimes. Our density functional theory calculations reveal that the Fe atom in this complex, decoupled from Au substrate by a weak ligand field with elongated Fe-N bonds, has a high-spin state S = 2 and a large orbital angular momentum L = 2, which give rise to easy-axis anisotropy perpendicular to the molecular plane and large magnetic anisotropy energy by spin-orbit coupling. Since the Fe atom is protected by the molecular ligand, the complex can be processed at room or even higher temperatures. The reported system may have potential applications in nonvolatile data storage, and our work demonstrates on-surface metalation reactions can be utilized to synthesize organometallic complexes with large magnetic anisotropy.